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Evaluation of artificial mouths in social robots
Álvaro Castro-González, Jonatan Alcocer-Luna, Maria Malfaz, Fernando Alonso-Martín, and Miguel A. Salichs

Abstract—The external aspects of a robot affect how people
behave and perceive it while interacting. In this paper, we study
the importance of the mouth displayed by a social robot and
explore how different designs of artificial LED-based mouths
alter the participants’ judgments of a robot’s attributes and
their attention to the robot’s message. We evaluated participants’
judgements of a speaking robot under 4 conditions: (1) without a
mouth; (2) with a static smile; (3) with a vibrating, wave-shaped
mouth; and (4) with a moving, human-like mouth. Seventy-nine
participants evaluated their perceptions of an on-video robot
showing one of the 4 conditions. The results show that the
presence of a mouth, as well as its design, alters the perception of
the robot. In particular, the presence of a mouth makes the robot
to be perceived more lifelike and less sad. The human-like mouth
was the one participants liked the most and, along with the smile,
they were the friendliest ones. On the contrary, participants rated
the mouthless robot and the one with the wave-like mouth as the
most dangerous ones.
Index Terms—social robot, mouth, human–robot interaction,
HRI, LED-based mouth, robot mouth, evaluation, human factors

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE importance of social robotics is growing day by day.
A large number of new applications have appeared where
robots and people coexist and interact with each other. In these
situations, it is crucial that social robots be accepted and not
rejected by people. In order to ease this, robots need to be
perceived as social beings able to communicate and interact
with humans. This implies that (i) robots have to follow the
behavioral norms to be socially accepted, and (ii) they have
to be perceived as living entities rather than mere machines.
For both purposes, the robot’s appearance is a key aspect.
Many researchers have investigated how the external appearance of a robot alters the users’ perceptions of it during an
interaction, and hence the interaction itself [1]. For example,
Kwak showed that human-like robots provide a stronger social
presence and enriching interactions [2]. Kim et al. showed
that anthropomorphic robots obtained more donations to a
nonprofit fund-raising organization than functional ones (those
with very limited social features) [3]. In many of these studies,
the interaction capabilities of the robots were inspired by those
existing in humans (e.g. movements of arms or utterances).
However, robots can be endowed with new interaction modalities that humans do not have, such as screens or coloured
lights. Another example of an extended interaction modality
in robots is a matrix of LEDs to display an artificial mouth that
is synchronized with the robot’s speech. This artificial, LEDbased mouth can be designed to resemble a human mouth or
to display innovative forms, such as waves.
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Mouths are important for human–human interaction: the
motion of the lips helps humans to understand the message
and identify who is talking. We believe that human–robot
interaction (HRI) can benefit from dynamic mouths or moving
lips1 , too.
In the research presented in this paper, we studied the importance of having a mouth in a robot and explored how different
forms of artificial, LED-based mouths alter the participants’
judgments of a robot’s attributes and their attention to the
robot’s message. In particular, we focused on analysing the
effects of having a mouth (as opposed to not having one), its
dynamics (a static mouth in contrast to a dynamic mouth),
and its naturalness (i.e. similarity to mouths of existing living
beings). Accordingly, we studied participants’ judgements of
a speaking robot under 4 conditions: (1) without a mouth;
(2) with a static smile; (3) with a dynamic, wave-like mouth;
and (4) with a dynamic, human-like mouth. In particular, we
analysed the users’ judgements in terms of the robot’s anthropomorphism, animacy, safety, and likeability; in addition, we
analysed how we can draw the user’s attention to the robot’s
changing its mouth. Our ultimate goal is to investigate how, by
means of the robot’s mouth, to improve the user’s engagement
and experience while interacting with a social robot.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next
section (Section II), we explain the relevant role of a mouth
in human–human interaction, as well as previous research that
has evaluated different mouths in robots. Next, in Section III,
we present a review of the most typical types of mouths that
have been implemented in social robots. Section IV gives
details about the robot employed in the experiment and the
system we have developed to generate different mouths using
a matrix of LEDs. The experiment is described in Section V
and the statistical results are included in Section VI. Then,
we analyse the results and discuss their implications (Section
VII). Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VIII.
II. P ERCEPTION

OF THE MOUTH IN COMMUNICATION

Researchers have shown that the perception of the mouth
while humans communicate is a key element in understanding
their speech. The well-known McGurk Effect proved this
in the 1970s [4]. Mcgurk and Macdonald showed that the
perception of speech changed depending on the visual input: adults reported hearing different utterances when the lip
motions changed even though the actual sound did not. This
experiment revealed clearly that there is a link between the
utterance perceived and the visual information received, and
both sources of information are closely related in the brain
[5]. However, how they are combined or which one is the
1 We will use the term dynamic mouth to describe those types of mouths
that change their shape in sync with the robot’s utterances.
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most important is not clear and is outside the scope of this
paper.
This important feature in human communication has been
exploited in many fields. From 1926 2 to the present day,
film makers have provided animated characters with a mouth
synchronized with their speech. These virtual characters open,
close, and shape their mouths while talking [6, 7, 8, 9].
Researchers working on multimodal communication have
benefited from the joint processing of multiple sources of
information, both for perception and expressiveness, obtaining
more reliable results [10]. In the area of social robotics,
multimodal communication is paramount. Many works have
focused on the importance of combining visual and auditory
information. In this line, several authors have worked on
synchronizing lip motion (visual) with speech (auditory), and
on controlling the mouth movements [11, 12, 13]. Cid et al.
stated that people’s perception of the robot and understanding
of the robot’s utterances can be improved by combining two
sources of information: (i) auditory cues (e.g. pitch, pauses,
or emphasis) and (ii) visual clues (e.g. lip movements, facial
expressions, or body poses)[14]. In the same study, researchers
analysed how different mouths and sync algorithms affect the
interaction. Cid et al. evaluated three types of mouths during
an ‘interaction experience’: (i) the physical mouth of a ‘teddy
bear’ robot; (ii) the mouth of an animated, virtual teddy bear;
and (iii) a mouth formed by a matrix of LEDs operating as
a VU-meter3 in an animated, virtual robot head. The authors
claimed that the physical mouth was more engaging and users
were more attentive under this condition. However, the limited
number of participants (15) and the high variability among the
conditions (in some conditions, a real, animal-like robot was
compared with an animated, virtual robot) make us believe
that these results could be due to other reasons.
Hyung et al. evaluated the importance of lip-sync in an
android robot where the mouth shape changed according to
the vowel sounds played by the android [15]. They observed
that although the shape of the mouth and the lip-sync timing
were important components, the noise in the environment
was the most relevant factor affecting the quality of the
communication.
Summarizing, it seems that visual clues could help to
improve human–robot interaction. Thus, it is likely that a
proper dynamic mouth helps to foster the robot’s attributes,
to identify the subject speaking, to improve the understanding
of its utterances, and to keep the users’ attention on what the
robot says. However, many questions have not been properly
answered yet: is it really important to endow social robots with
a mouth? What are the benefits of a dynamic mouth? And,
finally, does the shape of the mouth matter? In this paper we
aim to shed light on these questions.

2 In 1926, Dave Fleischer presented his short animation film titled My Old
Kentucky Home containing dialogs of animated characters that moved their lips
according to the utterances.https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/My_Old_Kentucky_
Home_(film)
3 A VU-meter is a device displaying a representation of the level of an audio
signal, similar to an equalizer in audio equipment.
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III. M OUTHS IN

SOCIAL ROBOTS

Although most social robots have a mouth, some still lack
one. This is the case, for instance, with some functional robots
(non-anthropomorphic) or the Keepon robot, a minimalist,
little, yellow robot with just two eyes and a nose [16].
However, in the majority of the robots endowed with a head,
robot designers have included a mouth. The simplest cases are
those robots with a physical, rigid mouth which is part of the
robot’s shell, such as the robot Pepper, by Aldebaran Robotics
and Softbank, with its static mouth [17, 18, 19].
In order to foster their expressiveness, other social robots
have mechanical mouths or lips. This is the case with Flash
[20] or Nexi, a robot with a highly articulated face including
three degrees of freedom in the jaw [21]. Another well-known
example is the robot iCat with its two motorized, rubber lips
[22].
Android robots, that is, robots that clearly resemble humans,
include realistic mouths with lips, teeth, and even a tongue
[23]. Usually, an android’s mouth moves, accompanying its
speech. A particular case is the Furhat robot head which
has a human-like back-projected face with computer animated
mouth movements [24].
On the other hand, robots can be endowed with iconic
mouths, i.e. mouths that are completely different from those
present in nature but evoke them because of their location in
the head or their operation. For example, the robot Robi 4 has
a light that turns on and off in sync with the robot’s utterances.
In this regard, many robots have LED-based mouths. These
robots usually use a VU-meter similar to an equalizer, to turn
on and off an array of LEDs. This can be observed in the
robots Mini [25] and SnackBot [26], for example.
Another type of LED-based mouth has a matrix of LEDs.
For example, Papero has a matrix of RGB LEDs to display
a coloured mouth [27]. These mouths are easy to control and
flexible enough to display not only the mouth but also other
shapes, icons, or even text messages.
Lately, new robots have started to include screens to display
appealing faces. For instance, the robots Buddy5 [28] and
DragonBot6 [29] use a screen to display two eyes and a mouth.
These devices are very flexible and allow displaying any figure
or animation; however, the control is complex and requires
dedicated software.
Although many robots are equipped with a mouth, or lips,
the literature presents only a few studies of the relevance of the
mouth in robotics. In particular, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no thorough study of the importance of providing
social robots with a mouth and how this mouth should be
designed.
IV. T HE LED- BASED

MOUTH IN THE

MB OT

ROBOT

In this paper we study how different robotic mouths designed in a matrix of LEDs affect some aspects of HRI. This
research has been developed in the context of the European
project MOnarCH (Multi-Robot Cognitive Systems Operating
4 Robi TM ,

DeAgnostini, http://deagostini.jp/rbi/

5 http://www.bluefrogrobotics.com/en/buddy/
6 http://robotic.media.mit.edu/portfolio/dragonbot/
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in Hospitals) 7 . In this project, a team of robots operates in the
pediatric ward of an oncological hospital. In this scenario, the
robots operate for long periods, interacting with the different
people they encounter. The MOnarCH robots (MBots) (see
Figure 1) have been designed to establish social interactions
mainly with the hospitalized children.
Figure 2. Detailed view of the hardware of an MBot’s matrix of LEDs.

with the robot. Consequently, we have considered two different
types of artificial mouths:
• Static mouths are considered as particular mouth expressions represented by a fixed configuration of the matrix
of LEDs, for instance, a smile or a surprised mouth.
• Dynamic mouths change their form depending on the
audio signal and give the impression of a moving-lip
robot.
V. E VALUATION

Figure 1. Scenario of the MOnarCH project, where the robot mBot is
interacting with a hospitalized child.

Considering the scope of the MOnarCH project, it is crucial
that MBots are perceived as living entities with high expressive
capabilities, able to communicate successfully. To achieve this,
we take advantage of all the interaction modalities available
to the robots, including the matrix of LEDs. We believe
that during the operation of the robots, their mouth is a key
modality to engage children in HRI, just as it is in human–
human interaction (as just explained in Section II).
The matrix of LEDs in an MBot’s head is a flexible
mechanism that allows us to easily display different types of
mouths according to the situation the robot is. For example,
the robot can show a big smile when it is playing with a
kid or an open mouth when it is surprised because of a kid’s
unexpected movement.
Besides, we can use these LEDs to display other figures
that do not resemble the mouths of humans or animals. For
example, we can use them to show a random point cloud, a
geometrical shape (such as a wave), or even a text message.
In what follows, we will describe the mechanism used by
the MBots to display different LED-based mouths.

As already mentioned, we wanted, in this research, to investigate the effect of different types of mouths during human–
robot interaction. In particular, we analysed the participants’
evaluations in terms of anthropomorphism, animacy, likeability, and perceived safety, depending on the robot’s mouth. In
this section, we present our hypotheses, the experiment we
have conducted, and how we evaluated the different LEDbased mouths in the MBot.
A. Hypotheses
In order to study the importance of the mouth when social
robots communicate and the effects of different designs, we
have stated the following hypotheses:
H1 : A mouthless robot is perceived as less animated.
H2 : The perception of the robot can be altered by
changing its mouth.
H3 : Participants will pay more attention to a speaking robot when it has a dynamic, human-like mouth.
The first hypothesis, H1 , refers to the importance of endowing robots with a mouth, regardless of its shape or movement.
H2 focuses on the type of mouth and how it changes the users’
judgments of the robot. Finally, H3 is related with a particular
aspect during the interaction between the robot and an user:
attention.
B. Conditions

A. Under the hood: Generating on-the-fly, LED-based mouths
On the front side of the robot’s head, an MBot is endowed
with a matrix comprising 283 red LEDs arranged in 8 rows,
as shown in Figure 2 (note that not all the rows contain the
same number of LEDs).
In our case, we are interested in achieving coherent configurations of the LEDs that provide mouth-like expressions
intended to trigger a natural response from the users interacting
7 http://www.monarch-fp7.eu

In order to evaluate these hypotheses, we have considered 4
between-subject conditions. Initially, we wanted to study how
important is the existence of a mouth in a robot. Hence, we
had to consider the situation where the robot lacks a mouth:
we designed the first condition as being when the robot does
not show a mouth while speaking. We call this the no mouth
condition (Figure 3a).
Besides, bearing in mind how humans communicate, we
believed that a moving mouth would be more appealing than
a static one. To study this, in the second condition, the robot
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displayed a static smile while talking (Figure 3b). In this
condition, when the robot is not talking, there is no mouth
displayed.
The third and the fourth conditions correspond to dynamic
mouths; that is, a robot whose ‘lips’ were synchronized with
its speech. In this case, a mouth formed by a matrix of LEDs
allows us to design many styles of mouths or lips. Moreover,
we were interested in observing whether or not the design of
a dynamic, moving mouth altered the perception of the robot.
Consequently, for condition 3, we designed a dynamic mouth
that resembled a human-like mouth composed of two moving
lips that open and close (Figure 3c). In addition, we created a
dynamic mouth that does not exist in nature and whose form
is totally different from the previous ones: a wave-like mouth
that uses a sinusoidal line changing its phase and amplitude
(Figure 3d). This is applied in the fourth condition. As with
condition 2, also in conditions 3 and 4, if the robot is not
talking, there is no mouth displayed and all the LEDs are off.
In short, we ended up with 4 conditions:
• No mouth: all LEDs are off.
• Static smile: the matrix of LEDs is configured to show a
fixed smile when the robot is talking.
• Human-like mouth: two-lip mouth that opens and closes.
• Wave-like mouth: a sinusoidal mouth with varying phases
and amplitudes.

(a) No mouth

(b) Smile

(c) Human-like

(d) Wave-like

Figure 3. The 4 types of mouths considered in the conditions of the
experiment: no mouth (3a), smile (3b), human-like mouth (3c), and wavelike mouth (3d).

C. Experimental procedure
In order to obtain the highest number of participants, we
decided to conduct an experiment using videos of the MBot
robot speaking in Spanish and on-line questionnaires to collect
the participants’ impressions.
The videos and the questionnaires were integrated in one
web-based application that was accessed via an URL provided

4

Figure 5. A frame of the video shown in the second part of the experiment. The full video can be watched at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
5IQtK1Hmfz0

to the participant. Figure 4 presents the experimental procedure
for each participant. Once the participant accessed the webbased questionnaire, the first page contained the instructions
for taking part in the experiment. Here, the participants were
informed about the length of the experiment (15 minutes
approximately) and that once they started the experiment,
they could not pause and resume it. We decided to limit the
viewing of the two videos used in the experiment to once per
participant to avoid multiple repetitions that could affect the
results, in particular those related to the subjects’ attention.
The experiment was divided into two main parts. In the first
one (Part I), the participant watched a 6-minute movie where
MBot was telling its ‘personal’ story (its functionalities and
features, its role in the MOnarCH project, and a description of
the laboratory and other robots). In this part of the experiment,
depending on the condition the participant was assigned to, the
robot displayed the corresponding mouth 8 . The other types
of mouths remained unknown to the subjects. After watching
the video of the robot speaking, the participants completed a
questionnaire to evaluate their impressions of the robot. After
that, some questions related to the content of the robot’s speech
were included to measure the subject’s attention to MBot.
In the second part (Part II), participants watched a oneminute movie containing 4 videos (one per condition) that
were played simultaneously and synchronized with the audio
(Figure 5 shows the layout of the movie). After the video,
the participants completed another questionnaire with several
multiple choice questions, where the participant selected one
of the robots.
After that, a few demographic and personal questions had
to be answered before the experiment was over. At this
point, the questionnaire closed automatically after thanking the
participant. Only the data from the participants who completed
the experiment were stored and included in the results.
Because the effects of the different mouths might be obscured by a floor effect in the participants’ ratings, the robot
8 In order to clearly understand the differences between the conditions,
the videos used during the first part of the experiment are available online:
no mouth (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKzR9mS4epo), smile (https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRzriVuoRMA), human-like mouth (https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_CPq-H5TZI), and wave-like mouth (https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=KYuMPqKSfwU)
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Figure 4. Steps followed by each participant

made slight movements of its head and arms, to promote the
robot’s lifelikeness, independently of the condition.
D. The participants
In this experiment, 85 voluntary subjects participated in the
experiment, but 6 of them were discarded since they did not
fully complete the on-line experiment. Thus, data from 79
participants were employed for the statistical analysis. They
were recruited using social networks and mailing lists. There
were 38 women (44.7%) and 47 men(55.3%) with an average
age of 34 years (SD = 10.3). Since the call for participants
was done in general-interest channels, their backgrounds were
very diverse. All participants spoke fluent Spanish. It was
crucial that the participants had not met the MBot before
or heard about the MOnarCH project, so members from the
research group and the MOnarCH project were avoided.
The participants were divided into 4 groups, corresponding
to the 4 conditions presented in Section V-B. Each participant
was randomly assigned to one of the groups. The number of
participants in each group was balanced automatically.

questionnaire). We considered that the more correct answers
there were, the more attention the user paid to the robot.
We used 10 questions: 8 yes/no/don’t know questions, and
2 multiple choice questions with 4 options. The full list of
these questions can be seen in Table I. All questions have
been accurately translated from Spanish.
In the second part of the experiment, where the 4 conditions
were shown simultaneously (Video 2 in Figure 4), participants
made a direct comparison within all the conditions. Here,
6 comparative questions were presented (Comparative questionnaire) and the possible answers were the four conditions
(labeled as a, b, c, and d). These questions were related to the
robots’ animacy, safety, and likeability. In the Comparative
questionnaire, participants selected (i) the most lively, (ii) the
most inert, (iii) the most dangerous, (iv) the most friendly, (v)
the most likeable robot, and (vi) the robot they were looking
forward to meet.
Finally, demographic and personal questions about age, sex,
and background were included.
VI. R ESULTS

E. The questionnaire

A. Data analysis for Part I

As said before, the participants’ ratings were obtained by
means of online questionnaires. During Part I, after watching
the first video (Video 1 in Figure 4), participants answered (i)
questions related to their perception of the robot (Participant’s
attributions questionnaire in Figure 4), and (ii) questions to
measure their attention (Attention questionnaire in Figure 4).
It is worth recalling that the questionnaire was the same for
all conditions, but the displayed movie in this Part I changed
depending on the condition.
The evaluation of the participants’ impressions of the MBot
was inspired by the Godspeed Questionnaire [30]. Bartneck
et al. designed this questionnaire to measure users’ perceptions of robots and it has been extensively used in robotics.
In that questionnaire, the items are composed of adjectives
related to the robot’s anthropomorphism, animacy, likeability,
perceived intelligence, and perceived safety. Considering that
participants completing this questionnaire were unattended
and in order to avoid dropouts due to a long participation,
in this paper we consider 12 of these adjectives (mainly
from anthropomorphism, animacy, and likeability) and the
participants have rated each one using a 7-point Likert scale,
where 1 means ‘little’ and 7 means ‘a lot’. The adjectives used
in this research are: natural, human-like, mechanical, inert,
artificial, lively, friendly, nervous, dangerous, angry, sad, and
happy.
In order to evaluate the user’s attention, we defined several
questions related to the content of the robot’s speech (Attention

Here we present the statistical analysis run on the data
obtained from the questionnaire for the first part. As already
explained, these questions were answered after participants
watched the video of the MBot’s personal history under their
corresponding condition.
To ensure discriminability in the items, we considered
questions that were sufficiently sensitive. To that end, we considered items with a standard deviation larger than 1.0. Only
one item, dangerous, obtained a smaller standard deviation. It
was excluded from the subsequent statistical analysis.
We conducted bivariate correlations between all items with
pairwise deletion as the missing data treatment. None of the
items showed coefficients larger than 0.9, indicating that the
questions were not redundant.
We tested for the normality of the ratings of all items considered in the analysis. Since normality was violated in all items,
we used non-parametric methods for the statistical analysis.
Each item has been considered as a dependent variable (DV)
with ordinal values. Besides, since we designed the experiment
to use independent groups and independent observations, we
ran Kruskal–Wallis H tests to compare the mean ranks for each
DV between each condition (i.e. independent variable, IV).
Therefore, 12 Kruskal–Wallis H tests were conducted. They
showed that there were statistically significant differences
between conditions in the ratings of 4 items: inert (χ2 (3) =
7.949, p = .047), nervous (χ2 (3) = 7.991, p = .046), sad
(χ2 (3) = 8.639, p = .034), and happy (χ2 (3) = 8.734, p =
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Table I
ATTENTION QUESTIONNAIRE
Questions
The robot is from a Spanish project
Carlos III University of Madrid is in charge of the MBot’s expressivity
The robot is named Monarch
The robot operates in a hospital with children with pneumonia
Maggie and Mini are other robots in the laboratory
The robot plays with hospitalized children in their dormitories
Children and the robot play ball
Carlos III University of Madrid is in charge of the safety navigation of the robot
Where are the educational activities between the robot and children conducted?
What are the other robots from the lab intended for?

Possible answers
yes - no - don’t know
yes - no - don’t know
yes - no - don’t know
yes - no - don’t know
yes - no - don’t know
yes - no - don’t know
yes - no - don’t know
yes - no - don’t know
infirmary - canteen - corridor - dormitory - don’t
know
elderly care - car manufacturing - teaching
English - playing with children - don’t know

.033). The mean ranks of the scores of these 4 items are
presented in Table II.
Table II
M EAN RANK VALUES OBTAINED FROM THE 4 K RUSKAL –WALLIS H TESTS
FOR inert, nervous, sad, AND happy.

Figure 6. Mean ranks obtained from the Kruskal–Wallis H tests for the items
inert, nervous, sad, and happy; * indicates significant differences (p < .05)
considering the adjusted p-values.

Specifically, post-hoc analyses were performed on the 4
items that presented statistically significant differences using
Dunn-Bonferroni tests and considering the adjusted p-values
to control the familywise type I error. We found the following
results.
In the case of the items inert and nervous, we did not find
significant differences and consequently we cannot state where
the differences were.
The post-hoc analysis on the item sad came up with higher
ratings when no mouth was exhibited by the robot (M dn =
2.50; mean rank = 50.53) than it did when a static smile
was displayed (M dn = 1.00; mean rank = 31.95), and the
differences were statistically significant (p = .021). No other
significant differences were found for the sad item.
For happy, the no-mouth group scored significantly lower than the smile ( M dnno−mouth
=
3.00, mean rankno−mouth
=
27.95; M dnsmile
=
5.00, mean ranksmile = 45.86; p = .044 ) . No other
significant differences were found for the happy item.
Figure 6 shows all the statistically significant differences
found by the Participant’s attributions questionnaire.

In relation with the 10 questions about the MBot’s story
included in the Attention questionnaire, we considered the
number of right answers as the DV. After checking that it
was approximately normally distributed for each condition, we
confirmed that there were no outliers in our data by following
the Outlier Labeling Rule [31]. There were no statistically
significant differences between the category means in the
number of right answers, as determined by one-way ANOVA
(F (3, 75) = 2.007, p = .120). However, if we look at its
descriptive statistics (see Figure 7), we observe that the nomouth condition presented the lowest median (M dn = 5, 50),
and the human-like group the highest one (M dn = 7, 50). The
scores in the conditions smile and wave-like were rather higher
too (M dnsmile = M dnwave−like = 7, 00).
B. Data analysis for Part II
As already detailed in Section V-C, in the second part of
the experiment, participants watched a video where the 4
conditions were shown simultaneously. They had to answer
6 questions by choosing one of the 4 different configurations
of the robot’s mouth.
Considering that, depending on which condition they were
assigned to in Part I, they had watched one of the robot’s
configurations before, first we tested if their selections were
related with the condition they were assigned to. We employed
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that the users’ responses were affected by the condition they
were assigned to. Similarly, the item Which is the friendliest
robot presented a probability of the chi-square test statistic
(χ = 29.244, df = 9) p = .001, less than the alpha level of
significance of 0.05.
When asking Which robot would you like to meet?, we
found a marginal effect on the users’ responses based on their
condition (χ = 16.968, df = 9; p = .049).
In order to ease the understanding of the results, Figure
8 shows the responses of the participants depending on their
condition.
VII. D ISCUSSION
Figure 7. Boxplot of right answers depending on the condition. Each box is
delimited by the 1st and 3rd quartiles and the median is represented by the
inside horizontal line. The upper and lower whiskers mark the maximum and
minimum scores, respectively.
Table III
P EARSON ’ S C HI -S QUARE TEST RESULTS . S TATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT
ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN THE PARTICIPANTS ’ RESPONSES AND THEIR
CONDITION HAVE BEEN HIGHLIGHTED (p- VALUE < .05).
Question
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which

is the most lively robot?
is the most inert robot?
robot is the most dangerous?
is the friendliest robot
robot did you like the most?
robot would you like to meet?

X2

df

Asymp. Sig.
(2-side)

16.817
5.069
17.950
29.244
16.281
16.968

9
9
9
9
9
9

.052
.828
.036
.001
.061
.049

Pearson’s chi-square test for each question to test if the
selected robot’s mouth was due to the condition they were
assigned to. In other words, we checked whether the first impression of the robot in Part I affected the participants’ answers
in the questionnaire of Part II. Considering the Pearson’s chisquare test, the null hypothesis for each question was
There are no differences in the selected robot’s
mouth between conditions.
Accordingly, the alternative hypothesis would be
The selected robot’s mouth will be different depending on the condition the participant was assigned
to.
The questions and the results of the 6 Pearson’s Chi-square
tests are presented in Table III.
For the items Which is the most lively robot? (χ =
16.817, df = 9; p > .05), and What robot did you like the
most? (χ = 16.281, df = 9; p > .05), the null hypothesis
should be accepted: there is not enough evidence to suggest
that any differences between conditions is for any reason other
than chance (e.g. sampling error).
In the case of the item Which is the most inert robot?,
Pearson’s chi-square test suggested that the null hypothesis
should be accepted (χ = 5.069, df = 9; p > .05) too.
However, in the case of the item Which robot is the most
dangerous?, the alternative hypothesis should be accepted
(χ = 17.950, df = 9, p = .036; p < .05). This means

A. Part I: Participants’ perceptions of the robot
The Kruskal-Wallis tests conducted on the items inert
and nervous found significant differences but the post-hoc
analysis could not determine where those differences were.
Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning the ratings for these
items shown in Table II and Figure 6. In the case of the
mouthless configuration, it obtained the highest ratings in
the item inert, just followed by the wave-like mouth robot.
These two configurations, no-mouth and wave-like, presented
the biggest differences compared to the mouths existing in
nature: in the one case, the robot did not show a mouth at
all, while the other configuration showed a moving sinusoidal
wave. Therefore, considering that most animals in nature emit
sounds by opening and closing a mouth, it might be very
difficult for a person to link these configurations with a living
being causing higher ratings of the adjective inert.
On the contrary, the human-like and smile configurations
presented the lowest ratings of inert. Both configurations might
resemble to human mouths and this can get lower ratings.
These results could lead to the idea that the presence of a
mouth that is similar to those existing in animals is important
for improving the perceived liveliness of a robot. However,
more experiments are needed to confirm this idea.
In the case of the adjective nervous, the two dynamic mouth
configurations scored the highest: the wave-like mouth and
the human-like mouth. In contrast, the smiley mouth, which
was static, obtained the lowest ratings. We believe that a
moving mouth helped produce the perception of our MBot
as a jittery robot and therefore they obtained higher ratings of
nervousness.
In addition, the animation industry has used a wave-shaped
mouth to show characters’ anxiety or fear. The authors believe
that this definitely contributed to increase the ratings of the
adjective nervous over the other configurations. Participants
who took part in the wave-like condition could link the robot’s
mouth with the memories they had about cartoons using this
technique.
Again, according to the statistical results, we cannot point
out where the differences of nervousness are and additional
research is required to corroborate these ideas.
The adjective sad was rated significantly higher in the nomouth condition than in the smile one. This could be attributed
to the fact that a happy face is clearly identified with a Ushaped mouth. In contrast, when a face does not have a mouth,
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(a) Which is the most lively robot?

(b) Which is the most inert robot?

(c) Which is the most dangerous robot?

(d) Which is the friendliest robot?

(e) Which robot did you like the most?

(f) Which robot would you like to meet?

Figure 8. Frequency of counts of the participants’ responses to the comparative questions. The color of the bar corresponds to the different responses: option
’a’, human-like mouth, uses the blue color; option ’b’, wave-like mouth, is shown in green; the yellow bar is reserved for the option ’c’, no-mouth; and the
smile mouth, option ’d’, is represented in purple. For each question, the responses are divided by the condition they were assigned to.

participants have perceived this as a sad trait and their ratings
were higher.
Moreover, when the robot shows a neutral mouth, either
the human-like or the wave-like mouths, the sad ratings were
higher than the smiling robot but lower than the mouthless
one. In these cases, no significant differences were found, but it
might indicate the importance of showing an emotional mouth,
i.e. a mouth that clearly recalls an emotion such as sadness or
happiness, when we wish to endow our robots with the ability
to express emotions.
In relation to happiness, in the no-mouth condition, the item
happy was rated significantly lower than in the smile one (the
highest one). Although no significant differences were found
for the other two conditions, their mean ranks are clearly
higher than the no-mouth condition. These results are inline
with the results for the item sad.
In view of these results, we can strengthen the importance of
a mouth because its absence can lead to false impressions; in
our experiment, we did not intend to attribute emotional states
to the robot but the lack of a mouth made Mbot perceived as
less happy and more sad. Considering the above mentioned
results, we can support hypothesis H2 : different impressions
have been observed between conditions, the only difference
being the type of mouth.
B. Part I: Attentiveness to the robot
According to the results above, in the questions related to
the content of the robot’s speech, we did not find significant

differences in the number of right answers between the different conditions. Therefore, we cannot confirm hypothesis H3 .
However, looking at Figure 7, we have observed that the nomouth condition presents the lowest number of right answers,
one and a half points away from the next condition. Again, this
important difference brings up the effect of having a mouth
on focusing one’s attention. In this case, the varied conditions
presented mouths, either dynamic or static, that synchronized
with the robot’s speech. Despite the apparent simplicity of the
mouths, we have observed more correct answers than when it
is a mouthless robot.
It is also important to mention that the highest number of
right answers was obtained under the human-like condition.
This could indicate that the more ‘human’ the mouth is,
the more focused a user is on the robot, and, therefore, the
more correct answers. This would be a very significant result
that can be relevant to many applications of social robots.
For example, social robots are extensively being applied to
educational tasks [32, 33]. In these scenarios, the attention of
the users is crucial, and a human-like mouth would help to
improve the learning rates. To confirm this hypothesis, more
experiments are required.
C. Part II: Comparing the robots’ mouths
In the Comparative Questionnaire (Part II), the participants
contrasted the 4 conditions. Figure 8 shows important differences in the preferences of the participants, depending on the
robot’s mouth. This confirms hypothesis H2 , which assumed
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that the type of mouth changes the participants’ perception of
the robot.
Considering the statistical analysis presented in Section
VI-B, the differences found for the questions ‘Which is the
most lively robot?’, ‘Which is the most inert robot?’, and
‘Which robot did you like the most?’ were independent of
the condition under which the participants took part.
In the case of the item where the participants selected
the most lively robot, clearly the robot with a human-like
mouth is the favourite one under all conditions, followed
at a considerable distance by the robot with a smile. Only
under the wave-like condition did more participants prefer
this configuration over the smile, but far from the human-like
mouth. In this case, it seems that when users initially interact
with a robot endowed with a dynamic mouth, they perceive
it as being more lively than a robot with a static mouth, even
if the mouth is as affective and positive as a smile. The nomouth robot was rarely selected: participants seldom perceived
a mouthless robot as lively.
In this same line, when participants picked the most inert
robot, they undoubtedly chose the mouthless MBot. Other
configurations of a robot’s mouth were rarely selected.
These results confirm hypothesis H1 ; this points to the
importance of the presence of a mouth in robots that want
to be perceived as a living entity rather than a mere machine.
In contrast, when there is no mouth, the robot is seen as a
lifeless object.
The question about the robot participants like the most reveals that the human-like configuration is clearly the favourite
one. Even participants from the smile condition approximately
equally rated the smile and the human-like configurations. In
view of these results, we can say that the type of mouth affects
the robot’s likability, confirming H2 .
The results obtained from the items ‘Which robot is the most
dangerous?’, ‘Which is the friendliest robot?’, and ‘Which
robot would you like to meet?’ were different, depending on
the condition to which the participant was assigned.
The question related to the most dangerous robot shows
two mouths that stand out: no-mouth and wave-like (Figure
8c). Participants who observed the mouthless robot speaking
in the video of Part I selected the wave-like mouth as the most
dangerous. In contrast, those who watched MBot with a wavelike mouth while speaking, rated the no-mouth configuration
as the most dangerous. In the case of participants under the
conditions smile and human-like, they selected, approximately
equally, the wave-like and no-mouth robots as the most dangerous. We can derive two conclusions here: (i) the robot’s first
impression matters - if people have already observed a robot
with some traits that might be perceived as dangerous, they
will not consider it as dangerous as others, probably because
they have gotten acquainted with it; (ii) the lack of a mouth and
a waveform mouth contribute to having the robot perceived as
more dangerous. Consequently, we can say that the type of
mouth can influence the perceived safety of a robot, which
enforces H2 again.
The ratings of the friendliest robot present two configurations over the rest: the human-like and the smile mouths
(Figure 8d). Both are easily associated with human mouths,
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and this could favour their friendliness. In particular, participants under the no-mouth condition rated both configurations
roughly equally friendly. Considering that, under this condition, participants selected the wave-like mouth as the most
dangerous one, it makes sense that the human-like and the
smile mouths were perceived as friendlier. When seeing the
wave-like condition, participants rated the human-like mouth
as the friendliest one. This could be due to the fact that they
have already observed a dynamic mouth in sync with the
robot’s utterances and expected a dynamic mouth; having a
static mouth could be perceive as weird, and thus damage the
robot’s friendliness. In the case of the smile and the humanlike conditions, participants rated more highly those robots that
had initially told their story. Again, this proves the importance
of the first impression, in robots too.
Finally, the last comparative question reveals that most of
the participants would like to meet the robot with a human-like
mouth (Figure 8f). Only participants from the smile condition
presented different results: MBots with the human-like and
the smile mouths were chosen evenly. Once more, the fact
that these participants had already watched the smiling robot
resulted in more participants wanting to meet that robot.
These last two questions, about the robot’s friendliness and
being willing to meet it, are related to its likeability. Again,
in this category, the participants had clear preferences, which
sustains H2 .

D. Limitations
The results presented in this paper should be considered
with caution due to the following limitations. First, the conducted experiment was performed by volunteers watching
videos of a robot telling its personal story. These results need
to be confirmed for real, physical, human–robot interactions.
However, in order to recruit a large number of heterogeneous
participants to evaluate the robots’ appearance, online videos
represented an interesting setup.
In addition, in this experiment we have employed the MBot
robot with different mouths. MBot presents a head with a
mouth, a torso, and two arms, which can resemble a human or
animal body. In case we consider robots with other external
appearances, the results could differ. The study needs to be
extended to more heterogeneous robots before we generalize
the conclusions.
In the same line, during the video, the robot was synthesizing utterances. Many roboticists have started to endow robots
with non-verbal sounds. What kind of mouth should be applied
with this type of sounds, as well as their pros and cons, is not
clear yet and needs further study.
The experiment was conducted in Spanish. Some parts of
the questionnaires were carefully translated from their original
languages (for example, items from the Godspeed questionnaire). Likewise, some of the content of the present paper has
been accurately transcribed from Spanish into English (e.g. the
comparative questions). Despite the effort, some inaccuracies
could be present.
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VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have observed that the presence of a mouth,
in sync with the robot’s utterances, improves the robot’s
impressions on users watching the robot. In particular, we have
evaluated 4 conditions with the MBot robot: two synchronized
dynamic mouths (human-like and wave-shape), a static one (a
smile), and no mouth at all.
In terms of happiness, the presence of a mouth makes a
difference: the no-mouth condition was rated as the saddest,
and its scores for the happy item were significantly lower than
those of the smile condition.
When comparing the 4 conditions, independently of the
participant’s background, the MBot showing the human-like
mouth was selected as the most lively and the one they liked
the most. Conversely, the “mouthless” robot was perceived as
the most inert robot. In the case of the most dangerous robots,
participants perceived the robot with the wave-shaped mouth
and the one without a mouth as the most dangerous. In line
with this, the friendliest robots were those with a smile or with
a human-like mouth, and consequently these were the robots
participants wanted to meet.
Considering the previous results, we can confirm that including a mouth in social robots increases its perception
as life-like (H1 ). Besides, we have observed that the shape
and movement of the mouth affects the perceptions of the
robot (H2 ). As a consequence, roboticists should put more
effort in the robots’ mouths. Finally, we cannot confirm that
participants will pay more attention to a robot speaking when
it has a human-shaped, synchronized mouth (H3 ). However,
the results obtained point in this direction.
After these findings, we can conclude that our dynamic
mouths can benefit human–robot interaction. They help to
communicate the robot’s state as well as intentions. Then,
depending on the context, the robot could show the most
appropriate type of mouth. For example, if the robot is
performing a task that may be dangerous for the people around
it, it can display a wave-shape mouth to prevent users from
coming close. To give another example, in case the robot needs
to engage people, it could display a human-like mouth, which
was found the most appealing one.
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